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Let A be a set of natural numbers such that the set A+A contains no perfect
squares. We prove that if the density d(A) exists, it is not larger than 25.  1999
Academic Press
In this note we are concerned with a problem of Erdo s and Silverman
(see [1]) who asked about the maximal density dmax of a set AN such
that for every a, b # A the sum a+b is never a square of an integer. Massias
observed that if
A=[n # N : n#1, 5, 9, 13, 14, 17, 21, 25, 26, 29, 30 (mod 32)]
then A+A contains no squares and thus dmax1132. In [2, 3] Lagarias
et al. established some upper bounds for dmax . In particular, they proved
that the density of every periodic set with the above property cannot
exceed 1132. They also showed, using a rather complicated argument, that
in the general case the upper density of such a set is bounded from above
by 0.475. Although, this bound could possibly be further improved by
extending their argument, the method presented in [2] and [3] cannot
yield an upper bound for dmax which would be close to 1132. We shall
show that if a set A is such that A+A is free of squares and the density
d(A) exists, then d(A)25; i.e., in this particular case 0.475 can be
replaced by 0.4.
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Theorem. If AN is such that the limit
d(A)= lim
n  
|A & [1, 2, ..., n]|
n
exists and A+A contains no squares, then d(A)25.
The idea of our argument is rather simple. First we shall argue that if
d(A)>0.4 and A+A is free of squares, then the set A is unexpectedly
dense on some long arithmetic progression with difference two. From this
fact we infer that A+A must contain a perfect square.
The proof of the theorem will be based on the following two simple facts:
the first one follows easily from an elementary counting argument while the
other one is an immediate consequence of the pigeonhole principle.
Fact 1. Let A and B be finite sets of natural numbers. Suppose that
there exists a constant c such that for every b # B we have
|(A+b) & A|c |A|.
Then, there is an element a0 # A such that
|(B+a0 ) & A|c |B|.
Proof. Let us note that the following equality holds
:
a # A
|(B+a) & A|= :
b # B
|(A+b) & A|.
So
:
a # A
|(B+a) & A|c |A| |B|.
Thus, there exists an element a0 # A such that
|(B+a0) & A|c |B|,
which completes the proof of Fact 2. K
Fact 2. If A[1, 2, ..., n] and |A|(12+=) n for some =>0, then
[W(1&=) nX , W(1&=) nX+1, ..., w(1+=) nx]A+A.
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Proof of Theorem. Let A be a set such that d(A)=(25)+= for some
=>0 and (A+A) & [12, 22, 32, ...]=<. Set Aa, b=A & [a, a+1, ..., b] and
An=A1, n . Then, for each sufficiently large n, we have
((25)+=&=C3) n|An |((25)+=+=C 3) n,
where C=10=. Now let
Bn=[2k+1 # N : - nkC - n and i is odd].
We shall show that for every b # Bn the inequality |(An+b) & An |
(12+=2) |An | holds, provided n is large enough.
Note first that since the sum of two elements from A is never a square,
for all k, n # N we have
(k2&An) & A=<.
Let us observe also that for every k # [- n, C- n],
|Ak2&n, (k+1)2 |((25)+=&=C3)(k+1)2&((25)+=+=C 3)(k2&n)
>((25)&=4) n
and
(k2&An)[k2&n, (k+1)2],
((k+1)2&An)[k2&n, (k+1)2].
Hence
|Ak2&n, (k+1)2 _ (k2&An) _ ((k+1)2&An)|n+2C - n+1.
Consequently,
|Ak2&n, (k+1)2 |+|(k2&An)|+|((k+1)2&An)|
&|((k+1)2&An) & (k2&An)|n+2C - n+1,
and, since 2k+1=(k+1)2&k2,
|(An+2k+1) & An |2 |An |+ |Ak2&n, (k+1)2 |&(1+=4) n(12+=) |An |.
Thus, we can apply Fact 1 to the sets An and Bn and find an element
x # N such that
|(x+Bn) & An |(12+=) |Bn |.
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Hence, for some y # N, at least (12+=2) |Bn | of the elements of the
sequence
y, y+2, y+4, ..., y+2(|Bn |&1)
belong to the set An . Now we can use Fact 2 to infer that there is an
arithmetic progression of difference two and length
2= |Bn |>
=C
3
- n>5 - n,
which consists of even numbers contained in An+An . However, each such
progression clearly contains a square of the integer, which contradicts the
assumption of the theorem. K
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